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This paper adopts the western economics, regional economics, international 
investment, management science and other multi-disciplinary theories integrated under the 
guidance of dialectical materialism and historical materialism to analyze the development 
and new features of Taiwan business groups since 1990s. Specifically, historical analysis, 
structural analysis, systems analysis and case study are applied to this paper. 
Taiwan business groups have contributed greatly to the overall economy and become 
the important pillar of Taiwan economy. The implementations of global distributions and 
international operations have been the only way for Taiwan business groups with the 
in-depth development of economic globalization since 1990s. This paper reviews the 
development stages of Taiwan business groups, and analyzes its actuality comprehensively. 
It also explains its status and effect especially focus on its new features with the 
accelerating development of economic globalization. This paper applies the theories of 
business globalization and overseas investment to analyze the causes of Taiwan business 
groups’ global distribution and induce their features, such as global distribution and 
investment in Mainland China in the perspective of overseas investment. This paper 
studies the strategic alliances and mergers & acquisitions of Taiwan business groups, and 
puts forward new strategies of international operations. At last, the paper does a case study 
of Hon Hai Group to help understand Taiwan business groups’ development in the trend of 
economy globalization. 
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台湾大型集团企业为研究对象的 早 权威的调查研究报告。从 1971 年第一版问世
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